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Unit I

1. Do you believe that economic and political

slability loads to business development and

vice-versa ? Discuss. 15

2. (a) How perfect environmental scanning can

reduce the risk of uncertainty for

industries ? 7

(b) If some countries economic prosperity is

due to adoption of capitalism model then

why this model is not a benchmark of

economic development for all the

countries in the world. 8

Unit II

3. Analyze the current global economic

environment and according to your analysis

which sectors in India will be affected most

and in which sectors the impact will be least

and why ? 13

4. How the Competition Act different from

MRTP ? Discuss the impact of Competition

Act on Business ? 15
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Unit III

5. The banks play a major role in economic

activities of the nation. Evaluate the

implications of banking reforms in

strengthening the banking industries in India.

15

6. Why business opportunities in rural sector

rising and which industries will be profitable

more from this business opportunities ? 15

Unit IV

7. You have read the concept of exchange rate

movement so explain why sometimes the home

currency appreciate and depreciate against the

foreign currency and any short term fluctuation

of home currency is good for economy or bad

for economy. 15

8. Discuss the Balance of Payment trend of India

and give your suggestions that how the

government can control the current account

deficit. 15
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